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In industry, extended surfaces or fins are widely
used to enhance heat transfer between a solid
surface and its adjoining medium. Engineering
applications where fins have proved effeetive in-
clude air-cooled engines and compressors, heat
exchangers, electronic equipment, automatic con-
trol systems, and space radiators. If fins are to be
cost effective, they must be designed (shaped) so
that a prescribed heat dissipation can be achieved
with a minimum expenditure of material. Unfortu-
nately, such truly optimum designs lead to fin
.shapes with curved lateral surfaces, which make
their manufaeturing difficult and expensive. Un-
less the weight of the structure is absolutely criti-
cal, for practical considerations it is more attrac-
tive to select an easily manufacturable shape and
then attempt to establish the dimensions so that,
for a given heat dissipation, the volume is mini-
mized, or equivalently, for a given volume, the
heat dissipation is maximized. Although such a fin
of optimum dimensions consumes more material
than the fin that possesses the truly optimum
shape, it docs provide for the flexibility of selee-
tion of a suitable shape a priori.
The design of fins of optimum dimensions of
speeified shapes has been pursued by numerous
investigators, and a significant body of literature
has accumulated over the past seventy years. Of
this, the literature pertaining to purely convecting
fins has been systematically organized in a review
article by Aziz D]. At that time, it was felt that
there was a need for a similar review covering the
design of radiating and convecting-radiating fins
with optimum dimensions. The present article has
been prepared to fulfill this need. Like its prede-
cessor, the article seeks to achieve three objec-
tives. The first objective is to provide an overview
of the literature and to identify future research
needs. The seeond objective is to provide a conve-
nient design reference for the practicing engineer.
The third objeetive is to ereate an instructional
resource on the topic. To meet the last two objec-
tives, several design examples are interspersed
throughout the article.
OPTIMUM DIMENSIONS OF LONGITUDINAL
RADIATING FINS
A. Aziz is grateful to his wife, Ayesha, and his children, Fahad,
Sheza, and Kashif for their encouragement and support during the
preparation of this article.
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In this section, the optimization of longitudinal
fins of given profile shapes dissipating heat to the
environment purely by radiation is considered.
The problem to be solved may be posed as fol-
lows: Given a fin geometry (shape or profile), find
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the dimcnsiofzs of the fin plsl that tfac heat dissipa- 
tion for a give8 volume 14f mataial is at a miixi- 
mum. This is equivalent tcl the statement that. 
given a fin geometry and a desired hear dissipa- 
tion, find the dimensions of the fin so thiit thc 
volkame of material used is at a minin~um, 'l't-9~ 
solution to this optimization problem will he pre- 
sented for five Longitudinal fin profile geometries: 
rectangular, triangular, trapezclidal, concave 
parahoiic, and convex parabolic. The solution 
strategy involves either a pure mzcthematicai ap- 
Baig~sre 1 ldtpagit%sdiy-ral fin gcomctriex: ( a )  rccfanagalar g.;-srp- proach Or a numcrica'-mathematical file with inhulatcd tip; ( h )  triangular pn,filc: ti.) irapen,idai approach. For each geometry (profile). two sets of pn,gic with insulated tip; ti$) rnncavc pmfigc; 
expressions are given, one set when the profile ct,,,,, parabolic pnjfilu. All fins possess a thermal a3nductiv- 
area is specified, and the other set when the heat ity. k ,  have a surface emmissivity, e. arid operate at 2% hnsc 
dissipation is specified. The section concludes with fcmpcraturc, Ih. 
a comparison of thc matcriai used by different 
optimum fins. 
The analysis is hascd on the following assump- 
tions, some of which arc due to Murray [2] and 
Gardner [3]. 
1. The heat conduction in the fin or spine is 
stemdy and one-dimcnsiona8, 
2. Thc fie is made of a homogc~cous and 
isotropic maBerial, 
3, There are no heat sources or sizliks B$"B the fin, 
4. The temperature at thc base of the fin is 
unifcjrn~, 
5. The effective sink temperature k ~ r  radiation is 
xero; that is, the fin radiates to free space- 
6, The fist tip is insulated, 
7, '1"he thermal ccbnducttiviq of $he fin is coa- 
stant, 
8, The radiation from the fin to the &ee space 
ftjilows the Stefan-Boltzman~ law, 
9. The exposed surfaces of the fin act as gray 
diffuse surfa~cs with a urziform heanisplaerical' 
emifasivity * 
10, Radiant interaction bemeen the fin 2nd the 
primary surface is negligible. 
irxsulated tip, the heat dissipa8tion pcr unit Xcragth 
( L  = i ml  is given hy Kern ;tnd Kraus [4] as 
whcre qt7 the fin tip temperature. is related ro the 
tcmperaturi: distributinn in the fin, whiclt can be 
esprcssed in terms of the complete beta function 
R(a, h )  and the inccmplete beia function B,( a ,  h )  
as 
The optimization problem is to find 6 and T, 
such that q is maximized while the profilc area 
A, = fib rcmains fixed. Liu [5, h] has solved this 
problem using the method of Lagrange multipli- 
ers. The equations defining the optimum q are 
n0 Lsngi&di~al Fig sf Reet=~~zgul@r Profile 
and 
Consider a longitudinal fin of rectangular pro- 
file with length. L, height, h, width or thickness, d q  i" f % A - = O  (4) 
6, thermal conductivity, k ,  and emmissivity, E ,  c7Tf f? ql 
losing heat, by radiation only, frc~rom its exposed 
surfaces to free space at absoiute zero tempera- where A is the unknown Lagrange multiplier. 
turc as shown in Figure la. For the boundary Equations (2)-(4) constitute three equations for 






one can use Eqs. (8) and (10) to obtain
This problem has also been considered by
Wilkins [7] and by Bartas and Sellers [8]. While
Wilkins used the calculus of variations approach,
Bartas and Sellers adopted a numerical method to
derive their results. Wilkins' results are conve-
nient to use when the heat dissipation, q, is speci-
fied rather than the profile area, AI" For example,
Wilkins has shown that the optimum dimensions
in terms of the heat dissipation q are given by
and
bOp l = «o t;
(6)
s ea T 3h
- = 2.486--
b2 k
Afrom Eqs. (3) and (4), it can be shown that Ta is
given by
Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) yields a tran-
scendental equation in G, which can be solved to
give the solution G = 1.381. Then, by using the
definition of G, it is observed that, for the opti-
mum condition, the relationship between 0 and b
must be




Upon elimination of b in favor of 0 using the




A 2T 3) 1/3ea " h0up, = 1.355 k
Similarly, if 0 is eliminated in favor of b, then the
optimum height can be expressed as
On the other hand, Bartas and Sellers provide a




as a function of the profile number,
(
kA ) 1/3
bUPI = 0.738 eo Ti;
(8)
If Eqs. (7) and (9) are used in Eq. (1), the heat
dissipation from the optimum fin is obtained as
Using G = 1.381 and evaluating Eq. (5), the tip
temperature for the fin with optimum dimensions
is determined as
(T,,)op, = 0.799Th (9)
for the optimum conditions. It appears that the
results of Wilkins are more convenient to use
compared with those of Bartas and Sellers. More
recently, Chung and Nguyen [9] have used a nu-
merical approach to determine the characteristics
of the optimum fin. Their strategy was to solve the
fin equation numerically and obtain the fin effi-
ciency as a function of the same profile number,
(10)
and because the fin efficiency for these optimum
conditions, 1)01''' is given by To find the optimum point, they expressed the
heat dissipation in terms of the fin efficiency as
(15)
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which shows that for fixed A f' q is a function of
1], ?, and a constant, C [4, lOj,
This may be written in differential form:
weight should not exceed 1 kg. The base tempera-
ture is expected to be 875 K. Assume the fin
length to be 1 m. Take the specific weight, "Y, as
"Y = 7,832 kgyrrr' for steel and determine the opti-
mum dimensions. Then, determine the heat dissi-
pated by the fin and the tip temperature.
Solution: The volume of the fin for a mass of
1 kg is
Equation (17) shows that at the optimum point,
the slope of the In 1]-versus-ln ? curve should have
a slope of - t. Thus, by plotting the data (1] and
?) on log-log coordinates and identifying the point
where the slope is - t, the optimum values of 1]
and ? can be established. These values, when
substituted into Eq. (15), give the heat dissipation
from the optimum fin. The same information can
also be used to obtain Bop! and bop,. The final
results reported by Chung and Nguyen vary slightly
from those quoted here. For example, they give
the numerical constants for Eqs. (7)-(11) as 1.332,
0.751,0.798,0.849, and 0.565, respectively.
In a 1992 thesis, Smith [11] used the cascade
algorithm developed by Kraus et al. [12] to opti-
mize fins radiating to free space. His basic idea
was the division of the fin into a number of
subfins with subsequent generation of a thermal
transmission matrix for each subfin by analogy
with a segment of the electrical transmission line.
By multiplying the individual transmission matri-
ces for each of the subfins, an overall thermal
transmission matrix for the entire fin was derived.
The results of optimization study using the cas-
cade algorithm are close to the values quoted
here. For example, Smith gives the numerical con-
stants for Eqs. (12)-(14) as 0.8675, 1.8648, and
1.6178, respectively.









V= - = -- = 1.2768 X 10- 4 rrr'
"Y 7,832
and for a length of 1 m, the profile area is
Then use of Eq. (7) gives
(
A 2 T 3 ) 1/3ea p b
00pt = 1.355 k




= 2.82 X 10- 3 m = 2.82 mm (0.11 in)
and
1.2768 X 10-4
2.82 X 10- 3
= 0.0453 m = 45.3 mm (1.78 in)
To calculate the tip temperature, use Eq. (9),
Ta = 0.799Tb = (0.799)(875) = 699 K
and then, using Eq. (10),
Example 1
A longitudinal fin of rectangular profile is radi-
ating to free space. The fin is to be made of a
steel with k = 58.3 W1mK and e = 0.85, and its
heat transfer engineering
[
2 ] 1/3q = 0.855 ki ae) ApT;
= 1481 W jm (154 Btujhr ft)
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Example 2
Determine the optimum dimensions of a rect-
angular fin capable of radiating 1,481 W1m of
heat to free space at 0 K. The fin is made of a
steel with k = 58.3 W1m K and E = 0.85. Assume
the fin base temperature to be at 875 K.
Solution: In this example it is more convenient
to use Eqs. (12) and (13). Thus




0.85(5.67 X 10- 8)(875)5
= 2.81 X 10-3 = 2.81 mm (o.n in)
and
= 0.8844[ 1481 ]
0.85(5.67 X 10- 8)(875)4
= 0.0463 m = 46.4 mm (1.84 in)
It is noted that the dimensions obtained here from
a consideration of the heat dissipation are very
close to those in Example 1, which was based on
considerations of minimum metal. This demon-
strates the consistency between the Liu [6] and the
Wilkins [7] analyses. Furthermore, the results of
Examples 1 and 2 also check with the graphical
results of Bartas and Sellers [8] and the numerical
results of Chung and Nguyen [9].
been the subject of several studies. For example,
Wilkins [13] formulated a novel similarity trans-
formation and used it to replace the nonlinear fin
differential equation with an expression for the
profile A p in terms of an integral. The minimum
of this integral establishes the optimum dimen-
sions of the fin. Kern and Kraus [4] tackled the
same problem using a numerical procedure to
solve for the efficiency; Tj, of the fin as a function
of the profile number, [= 2uEbzTllkBb' and
identified the optimum using Eq. (17), which also
holds for the triangular geometry. Essentially the
same procedure has been used by Chung and
Nguyen [9] and by Nilson and Curry [14] to estab-
lish the optimum dimensions of a triangular fin.
Using the cascade algorithm referred to in the
previous section, Smith [11] also reported the re-
sults for the optimum triangular fin. The results of




where the values of the constants C, and Cz,
taken from the different studies appear in Table 1.
The results of Kern and Kraus and Smith provide
somewhat of a departure from those of Wilkins,
Chung and Nguyen, and Nilson and Curry, which
are very close.
If Bop, and bop, are desired in terms of the
profile area, A p' the expressions are
The Longitudinal Fin of Triangular Profile
The optimization problem for the longitudinal
fin of triangular profile shown in Figure Ib has (
A ZT 3 )1/3UE P b
Bb,oPI = C3 k (20)
Table t Constants C" Cz,C3, C4 for Eqs. (18)-(21)
C, Cz C3 C. 1]opt (Ta/Tb)oPl
Wilkins [13] 2.2986 0.9598
Kern and Kraus [4] 2.4255 0.9091 2.274 0.880 0.550
Chung and Nguyen [9] 2.3104 0.9485 2.174 0.920 0.527 0.714
Nilson and Curry [14] 2.3027 0.9546 2.162 0.925 0.524 0.711
Smith [II] 2.4852 0.9040
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and
(21)
a function of the profile number, (=
ueTtb2lkob, and the taper ratio, 0alob' The opti-
mum was then located by applying the criterion
given by Eq. (17),
which is also valid for the trapezoidal profile. The
results for 1)opt and (ueTtb2Ikob\pt for three
values of the taper ratio are given in Table 2.
where C3 and C4 are also provided in Table 1.
The table also contains the results for the effi-








Design a longitudinal fin of triangular profile
with optimum dimensions for the data of Ex-
ample 2.
Solution: Use of Eqs. (18) and (19) with C 1 and




(5.67 X 10- 8)(0.85)(58.3)(875)5






(5.67 X 10- 8)(0.85)(875)4
= 0.0503 m = 50.3 mm (1.98 in)
A comparison of the results of Examples 2 and
3 shows that, for the same heat dissipation, the
optimum triangular fin is longer and thicker at the
base than the optimum rectangular fin.
The Longitudinal Fin of Trapezoidal Profile
Example 4
Design a longitudinal fin of trapezoidal profile
with optimum dimensions for the data of Example
2. The taper ratio is to be 0.25.
Solution: From Table 2, 1)opt = 0.5588 and
(ueTtb2Ikob)opt = 0.3747. Because 1) is known,
qidcal can be computed:
q 1481
qidcal = 2ueboptT: = 1) = 0.5588 = 2,650 W1m
Solving for bopp
b = qidcal
opt 2 T 4ue b
2,650
2(5.67 X 10- 8)(0.85)(875)4
= 0.0469 m = 46.9 mm (1.85 in)
Now, from Table 2 at 0alob = 0.25,
= 0.3747
opt
Table 2 Optimum parameters for a trapezoidal fin
The optimization of the longitudinal fin of
trapezoidal profile shown in Figure Ic was first
considered by Mackay and Bacha [10]. This work
has been extensively discussed by Kern and Kraus
[4]. The approach used by Mackay and Bacha was
to solve the governing differential equation nu-
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and Sb,OPI is then determined:
ueT;b;p,
0.3747k
(5.67 X 10- 8) (0 .85)(875)3(0 .0469)2
(0.3747)(58.3)
= 3.25 X 10-3 m = 3.25 mm (0.13 in)
and then
SlI,OP' = 0.25Sb,oPI
= (0.25)(3.25 X 10-3)
= 8.125 X 10-4 m = 0.81 mm (0.03 in)
Solution: Rewriting Eq. (25) and then solving
for Ap gives





= 8.026 X 10-5 m2
and then use of Eq. (22) yields Sb.op"
(
A 2T 3)1/3ue p b
Sb.op, = 2.621 k
The Longitudinal Fin of Concave Parabolic Profile
Studies pertaining to the optimization of the
longitudinal fin of concave parabolic profile shown
in Figure 1d have apparently been sparse. One
study, by Chung and Nguyen [9], used the ap-
proach that was described in some detail in an
earlier section. Thus, only the final results are
presented here. The various relationships for the
optimum fin are
(
A 2T3 ) 1/3ue p b







= 2.621[(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
X (8.026 X 1O-5/(875)3/58.3r3
= 4.01 X 10-3 m = 4.01 mm (0.16 in)
Equation (23) then provides
(
kA ) 1/3
bop, = 1.145 -----;
ueTb
[
58.3(8.026 X 10-5) ]1/3
= 1.145
(5.67 X 10- 8)(0 .85)(875)3
= 0.060 m = 60 mm (2.36 in)
The Longitudinal Fin of Convex Parabolic Profile, .
Figure l e shows a longitudinal fin of convex
parabolic profile. Apparently, the only study that
relates to the optimization of this geometry is that
of Chung and Nguyen [9], who found the optimum
relationships to be
TlI • op, = 0.768Tb
Ex I 5 [ 2 9] J/3amp e qoP' = 0.927 k( ue) ApTb
If q is specified instead of A p , one can use Eq.
(25) to calculate A p and then use Eqs. (22) and
(23) to find Sb.opl and bopl' Note that the tip
temperature for the optimum fin is equal to the
effective sink temperature.
7)op, = 0.436 (26)
(
A 2T 3 )1/3ue p b
Sb.oPI = 1.778 k
(
kA ) 1/3






Design a longitudinal fin of concave parabolic and
profile with optimum dimensions for the data of
Example 2. 7)op, = 0.550
50 heat transfer engineering vol. 17 no. J 1996
(31)
Example 6
Design a longitudinal fin of convex parabolic
profile with optimum dimensions for the data of
Example 2.
Solution: Equation (30) can be modified to give
the profile area, A p :
A p = 1.2553[ q32 ]k( (Fe) Tt
[
(1481)3 ]= 1.2553 --------::-----:----:-
(58.3)(5.67 X 10- 8 )2(0.85)\ 875)9





Ap,opt = 1.l0131 ( kE 2: 32Tt )
(33)
Ap opt = 1.006 ( 2
q 32
9), k E (F Tb
(34)
Ap,opt = 1.2553 ( kE 2:
32Tt )
(35)
Then Eq. (27) is used to determine 0b,op,:
(
A 2T 3 ) 1/3(Fe p b
0b,op, = 1.778 k
= 1.778[(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
/ ]
1/ 3
x(1.0015 X 10- 4 )\ 875)3 58.3
= 3.15 X 10-3 m = 3.15 mm (0.12 in)
Finally, use of Eq. (28) gives bop,:
(
kA ) 1/3
bopt = 0.843 (FE;;;
[
58.3(1.0015 X 10-4) ]1 /3
= 0.843
(5.67 X 10- 8 )(0 .85)(875)3
= 0.0477 m = 47.7 mm (1.88 in)
Comparison of Optimum Fins
It is interesting to compare the profile areas for
optimum fins of rectangular, triangular, concave
parabolic, and convex parabolic profiles. Express-
ing Ap,opt in terms of q gives
Rectangular: Ap,opt = 1.6347 ( kE 2: 32Tt )
(32)
heat transfer engineering
For the same heat dissipation and operational
parameters, Eqs. (32)-(35) show that the concave
parabolic fin has the least profile area and is
consequently the lightest of the four shapes. It
uses only 61.5% as much material as the rectangu-
lar fin. However, the triangular fin, which uses
only 9% more material than the concave parabolic
fin, may be preferable for ease of fabrication.
As in the convective case, because A p in each
case is proportional to q3, the increase in A p is
eightfold if q is to be doubled. Thus, if a single fin
is used to accommodate twice the heat dissipation,
the fin becomes very bulky. In this case it is better
to employ two identical fins instead of one. In-
deed, the use of a larger number of shorter and
lighter fins as opposed to fewer longer and heavier
fins results in a better design.
When selecting the fin material, a variety of
choices are available. Because the mass of the fin
is proportional to y/ke 2, the material with the
lowest value of y/ke 2 gives the lightest fin for a
given geometry. Notice that this is similar to but
not exactly the same as the convective case, where
the mass of the fin was proportional to y/k.
OPTIMUM DIMENSIONS OF RADIATING
SPINES
Unlike the large number of articles on the
optimum design of lonitudinal fins, only two arti-
cles dealing with the optimum design of radiating
spines have been identified. One, by Wilkins [7],
deals with the optimum dimensions of a cylindri-
cal spine; the other, by Chung and Nguyen [15],
considers a family of spines. The analyses in both
articles pertain to a single fin and are based on
vol. 17 no. 3 1996 51
the assumptions listed earlier. The presentation
here follows the pattern of the previous section.
The Cylindrical Spine
Consider a cylindrical spine of radius, r, and
height, b, as shown in Figure 2a. For a given spine
volume, V = rrr 2b, the problem is to find rand b
so that q is maximized. By utilizing the similarity
transformation mentioned earlier, Wilkins [7] sue-
cesfully reduced the problem to the minimization
of an integral representing the volume of the
spine. The optimum characteristics were then ob-
tained by finding the minimum of the integral
employing the calculus of variations. Wilkins' re-
sults for ropl' bopl' v.'PI' and 1]opt are
To locate the optimum, they expressed the heat
dissipation q as
which can be rearranged using the volume, V, and
the definition of the profile number, 1;, to give
(40)
Equation (40) shows that for a fixed V, q is a
function of 1] and r Invoking the condition dq = 0


















which can be rearranged to give
(41)
Thus, the optimum point can be determined by
plotting 1] versus I; on a log-log scale and finding
the point where the slope is - t. The final results
for the optimum parameters in terms of V are
1]opt = 0.7725 (39) (
V 2T 3 ) 1/5U€ b
r opt = 0.9455 k (42)
For the conical spine shown in Figure 2b, the
optimum parameters are
Chung and Nguyen's [15] approach was to solve
the spine equation numerically and obtain 1] as a





Figure Z Spine geometries: (a) cylindrical; (b) conical; (c)
concave parabolic; (d) convex parabolic. All spines possess a
thermal conductivity, k, have a surface emissivity, E, and
operate at a base temperature, Tb •
[
4 3 1711/5
qopt = 1.626 k( U€) V Tb





V 2T 3 )1/5U€ b
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[
k2V ]1/5
bopt = 0.648 2(rre ) T;
[









It is desired to dissipate 100 W from a primary
surface at 875 K by radiation to free space at 0 K
by attaching a spine. Determine the optimum base
radius and optimum height for the cylindrical,
conical, concave parabolic, and convex parabolic
shapes. The spines are to be made of a material
having a thermal conductivity of 65 W1mK and
an emissivity of 0.85. Compare the heat dissipa-
tion per unit volume for each shape.
Solution:
Cylindrical spine: Using Eq. (36),
The Concave Parabolic Spine
The optimum relationships for the concave
parabolic spine shown in Figure 2c are (
2 ) 1/3
r opt = 0.6870 qk 5ae Tb
For the convex parabolic spine shown in Figure
2d, the optimum relationships are
(
V 2T 3 ) 1/5aE b
rb,opt = 1.2935 k
[
k2V ]1/5
bopt = 0.951 2(rre ) T;
[
4 3 17]1/5




The Convex Parabolic Spine
(
V 2T 3 ) 1/5aE b
rb,opt = 1.124 k
[
eV ]1/5
bopt = 0.504 2
(aE) T;



























(5.67 X 10- 8/(0.85)2(875)7
= 0.0577 m = 57.7 mm (2.27 in)
Conical spine: Rewriting Eq. (49),
[
5 ]1/3






= 2.346 X 10-5 nr'
Using Eq. (47),
rb,opt = 1.214[(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
X(2.346 X 10-5)(875)3165r5
= 0,0148 m = 14.8 mm (0.58 in)
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Then, because V = Using Eg. (57),
(
V 2T 3 )1/5ut: b
'b,opl = 1.124 k
3(2.346 X 10-5)
7T(0.0148)2
= 0.1023 m = 102.3 mm (4.03 in)
Concave parabolic spine: Rewriting Eq. (54),
= (1.124)[(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
x(2,447 X 1O-5)2(875)3/65r5
= 0.0140 m = 14 mm (0.55 in)
[
5 ] 1/3





(65)(5.67 X 10- 8 )\ 0.85)4(875)17




Using Eg. (52); = 0.0795 m = 79.5 mm (3.13 in)
(
V 2T 3 )1/5ut: b
'b.upl = 1.2935 k
= 1.2935[(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
X (2.306 X 1O-5)2(875)3/65f/5
= 0.0157 m = 15.7 mm (0.62 in)
The heat dissipation per unit volume, q I V, for
the cylindrical, conical, concave parabolic, and
convex parabolic shapes are 3,475 kW1m3, 4,263
kW1m3, 4,337 kW1m3, and 4,087 kW1m3, respec-
tively. The concave parabolic shape has the high-
est heat dissipation per unit volume, while the
cylindrical spine has the lowest heat dissipation
per unit volume.




V = 0.3755 q 4
kt oe) Tt
A nonzero sink temperature
Radiative interaction between the fin and the
primary surface
Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and
emissivity
Environmental radiation
Radiative interaction between adjacent fins
Radiation interaction with the associated struc-
ture
The optimization procedures discussed earlier
were based on a number of assumptions. These
procedures have been improved to include the
effects of:
This section is devoted to a discussion of these
effects.
vol. 17 no. 3 1996
IMPROVED OPTIMIZATION ANALYSES FOR
RADIATING FINS
heat transfer engineering
= 2.447 X 10-5 m3
5(2.306 X 10-5)
7T(0.0157)2


























From the definition of TJopl'
Solution: Use Figure 3 to find TJopt and (opt for
Os = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 as follows:
For all cases of Os, q = 1,481 W1m, a = 5.67 X
10-8 W1m2 K4, € = 0.85, and Tb = 875 K. Hence
bopt = 2 T 4(1 ( 4 )ea b - s 7Jopt
Consider the longitudinal fin of rectangular
profile of Figure la. Let the effective sink temper-
ature for radiation be Ts ' In this case, an analyti-
cal solution for q is not possible. The fin equation
must therefore be solved numerically. Among oth-
ers, Bartas and Sellers [8] have solved this prob-
lem for the boundary conditions of constant base
temperature and an insulated tip. They obtained
the fin efficiency TJ as a function of the profile
number (= 2aeb2T;lkB. Next, using Eq. (17),
the optimum fin efficiency, TJopl' and the optimum
profile number, (oPl' were determined. Figure 3
shows the variation of TJopt and (opt as a function
of the ratio, Os = TsITb · As Os increases, TJopt
increases while (opt decreases.
Example 8
A longitudinal fin of rectangular profile is to be
considered using the data of Example 2. Recall
that the fin base temperature was 875 K and the
sink temperature was taken as 0 K. Here, the
effect of nonzero sink temperatures is examined
and the sink temperature values to be considered
are 525 K, 613 K, 700 K, and 788 K, which give
the values Os = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively.
Values for bopt and Bopt will be calculated for
each case, and the effect on the ratio, qI V, due
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Figure 3 Efficiency and profile number for a radiating fin of rectangular profile. (Adapted from Ref. 8.)
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Using the prescribed values of Os, 710pp and Copt in
each case, bopt and then 00pt are calculated in
turn. Finally, the ratio, qIV = qIbopt 00pt is deter-
mined. The results of these calculations together





It can be seen that as 0, increases, both bopt
and 00pt increase, giving heavier fins for the same
heat dissipation. The lighest fin and hence the
most effective utilization of material is attained
when the sink temperature is absolute zero. There

























The results are shown in Figures 5-7, where 71 is
the fin efficiency with fin-tube interaction, 710 is
the fin efficiency without fin-tube interaction,
and q,/b is the heat dissipation from the tube per
unit length (into the plane of the page) of the
radiator.
The optimum fin dimensions were found by
maximizing the total heat dissipation, q, which can
be expressed in dimensionless form as
Radiative Interaction between Fin and Base Surfaces
The presence of mutual irradiation between the
fin and its base surface is known to affect the
performance of the fin significantly. It is therefore
interesting to investigate how the optimum design
is affected by fin-to-base radiative interaction.
Sparrow and Eckert [16J have considered this
problem by studying the tube sheet radiator shown
in Figure 4a, where all surfaces are assumed to be
black. This configuration has been frequently pro-
posed for heat rejection applications in space.
Because of thermal symmetry, results are pre-
sented for the quarter segment of the system
(Figure 4b). Allowing for the radiative exchange
between fin and tube, Sparrow and Eckert deter-
mined the heat dissipation from the tube as well
as the heat dissipation from the fin. Both these
dissipations were found to depend on two parame-
ters:
Figure 4 Tube-sheet radiator configuration.
This process resulted in a relationship between gl
and
g2 = r kob
which is shown in Figure 8. The use of Figures
5-8 for design calculations is illustrated with an"
example.
Example 9
A tube sheet radiator is to be designed to
dissipate 2,400 W per tube when the radiator is
operating in free space at 0 K. The tube has a
radius of 1.25 cm and its surface is maintained at
800 K. The fin (sheet) is to be made of a material
with a thermal conductivity of 50 W1m K. Assume
that the entire radiator assembly is black (E =
1.00). Determine °and b for the optimum design.
Solution: Because both gj and g2 involve 8
and b, a trial-and-error solution is necessary. As-
sume that °= 0.5 mm and b = 26 mm. Then
r 1.25






3]3( k8) r 3 3
r k8b (b) = R
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R = rl b
Figure 5 Fin efficiency in presence of base surface interac-
tion. (Adapted from Ref. 16.)
Figure 7 Heat dissipation from tube (base) surface. (Adapted
from Ref. 16.)
it is seen that
and
Figure 8 Optimum relationship between profile numbers
for maximum total heat dissipation from fin-tube assembly.


















= (0.977)(5.67 X 10- 8)(800)4(0.026)
= 590W
Because this value of q is for one-quarter of
the tube, the heat dissipation per tube is 4 X
590 = 2,360 W, which is within 1.6% of the speci-
fied value of 2,400 W. In view of the inaccuracy
inherent in reading Figures 5-8, another iteration
is not warranted. Observe that of the total heat
dissipation, 100(0.34/0.977) = 34.8% is dissipated
from the fin base, and the remaining 65.2% is
dissipated from the tube surface. Thus, a larger
fraction of the total dissipation comes from the
tube surface. In the presence of mutual radiative
interaction, the efficiency of the optimum fin (TJ
1.0 T"TTTTTTTTTTTTTT"Tn"TnrT"nnTrTTTTTTTTTTTTT1
Figure 6 Fin efficiency in absence of base surface interac-
tion. (Adapted from Ref. 16.)






7T ( r ) q, 7T- - -4- + TJ = -(0.48)(0.845) + 0.340
2 b uTbb 2
= 0.637 + 0.340
= 0.977
0.2 r--r-rf=r-t-'l=!=:f=*==l
Next, several combinations of gl and gz using
Figure 8 are tried in order to find the combination
of gl and gz that yields the ratio gilgl = 0.1106.
The values of gl = 2 and gz = 0.6 are found to
satisfy this condition. Using Figure 5 with R = 0.48
and gl = 2, it is noted that TJ/TJo = 0.83. Next,
from Figure 6, TJo = 0.41 for g, = 2. Thus, TJ =
(0.83)(0.41) = 0.340. To calculate the heat dissipa-
tion from the tube, we use Figure 7 and find that
for gl = 2 and rib = 0.48
q, = 0.845
(-rr/2)ruT:
Finally, these results are put into Eq. (62) to
give
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= 0.34) is considerably reduced compared to the
value of 0.579 [see Eq. (11)] in the absence of
interaction with the base.
Besides the results for black fin and tube sur-
faces, Sparrow and Eckert [16] also developed a
generalized analytical formulation that allowed
surface to be selectively gray and included the
effect of a coordinate dependent distribution of
incident energy due to an external source. The
actual numerical results for the simpler case of
nonselective gray surfaces without external radia-
tion are given by Sarabia and Hitchcock [17].
However, no optimization study was included.
Temperature-Dependent Thermal Conductivity and
Emissivity
Campo and Wolko [18] extended the optimiza-
tion study of Liu [6] to include power-law type
variations of thermal conductivity and emissivity
with temperature. They considered a rectangular
fin (Figure la) radiating to free space at 0 K with
k and e varying with temperature according to
and
The optimization problem is to maximize q =
q( lJ,T.), as given by Eq. (65), subject to the con-
straint of Eq. (66). The solution requires a simul-
taneous solution of Eq. (66) and
(67)





m + n + 5 )S=3
m + n + 3
The fin was assumed to be operating with con-
stant base temperature and an insulated tip. By
using an algebraic transformation, the governing
equations were reduced to the form obtained by
Liu [6]. Following Liu's analysis, the heat dissipa-
tion per unit length was found to be
[
4e (J' k s ]J/Z= 0 0 (Tm+ n+ 5 _ Tm+o+5)I/Z
q ( 5) I/Z b am +n +
(65)
which reduces to Eq. (1) if m = n = 0 (constant k
and e). The tip temperature, To' is given by a
relationship involving the complete beta function
B and the incomplete beta function Bu '
B(v 1.) - B (v 1.) - MlJ-3/ ZT (m - n + 3)/ Z = 0) 2 u' 2 a
Effect of Environmental Radiation
One way of dealing with oncoming environmen-
tal (space) radiation is to think in terms of a
nonzero effective temperature. This approach was
discussed in the first part of this section. An
alternative approach is to write the surface heat
dissipation per unit surface area as
where, if both faces of the fin are dissipating and
possess identical emissivities,
where
m - n + 3
v=
2(m + n + 5)
u = ( r+ n+ 5
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(66) and K z is a constant to account for the environ-
mental irradiation or energy generation within the
fin or both. Based on the work of Mackay and
Bacha [10], Kern and Kraus [4] have described, in
detail, the procedure for solving the governing
equations for the trapezoidal and triangular fins
having a surface dissipation of the form K JT
4 -
K z. The numerical results are presented showing
the fin efficiency, TI, as a function of the profile
heut transfer engineering vol. 17 no.3 1996
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Figure 9 Effect of environmental radiation on the efficiency
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C= K T3b2/ K8
1 b b
Figure 11 Effect of environmental radiation on the effi-
ciency of a longitudinal radiating fin of trapezoidal profile:
A = 0.50. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
number t = KIT1b2/kob' the environmental pa-
rameter K21K1Tb4, and the taper ratio A = 0alob'
Because the heat dissipation q is in the form of
Eq. (15), the optimum point was located by apply-
ing the criterion given by Eq. (17). Figures 9-12
show the results for A = 0 for the triangular fin'
and 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 for the trapezoidal fin.
that the fins will receive 842 W1m2 of energy due
to environmental irradiation. The fins are to be
made of a steel with k = 34 W1mK. To achieve
highly emissive surfaces, the fins are coated with
lampblack giving an emissivity of 0.95. Assume
both surfaces to be radiatively active.
Solution: A sample calculation for A = 0.5 is
given in detail.
Example 10
Design optimum trapezoidal fins with A = 0.25,
0.50, and 0.75, and a triangular fin (A = 0) to
di.ssipate 295 W per unit length when operating
with a base temperature of 171°C. It is expected
K 1 = 2Ea' = 2(0.95)(5.67 X 10-8 )
= 1.07 X 10-7 W1m2 K4
842
(1.07 X 10- 7 )(171 + 273)4
= 0.202
. 'The triangular profile curves of Figure 9 were actually developed
USIng A= om because of computational difficulties.
[-\+-l----+-+---I---I-----I-). =O. 75
O. 2
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 t.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
Ce K T3b2/K8
1 b b
Figure 12 Effect of environmental radiation on the effi-
ciency of a longitudinal radiating fin of trapezoidal profile:
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Figure 10 Effect of environmental radiation on the effi-
ciency of a longitudinal radiating fin of trapezoidal profile:
A = 0.25. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
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Now
634.4
Mutual Radiation between Adjacent Fins
In previous sections, the focus was on single
radiating fins that exchange heat with space but
do not interact with neighboring fins. When two
fins are attached to a tube as in Figure 4a, no
radiative interaction between the fins can occur.
However, there can be situations where the fins
"see" each other in a radiative sense, and such
interaction can significantly affect the perfor-
mance of the ensemble. Sparrow et a1. [19] were
apparently the first to analyze the effect of mutual
radiative interaction between adjacent fins. The
specific configuration considered appears in Fig-
ure 13, which shows two longitudinal fins of rect-
angular profile sharing a common edge at their
base. This configuration approximates two adja-
cent fins on a longitudinally finned cylinder of
small radius. The analysis to be discussed is based
on the assumptions listed earlier. Note, in particu-
lar, that the fins are assumed to radiate to space
at zero absolute temperature.
An energy balance between conduction and the
radiation flux in a differential element of fin height
with unit length (into the plane of the paper)
shows that the mathematical model consists of an
algebraic equation, a differential equation, and an
integral, all of which are coupled. The three un-
knowns are the temperature, radiosity, and irradi-
ation at any location on the fin. An iterative
solution of the system of equations gives the heat
dissipation from each fin and hence the efficiency,
1], of the fin. The ideal heat dissipation for calcu-
lating 1] is based on the radiation from a black
surface at a uniform temperature, Tb , stretched
tightly between the tips of the fins. Thus, for one




(1.07 X 10- 7)( 444)3(0.1525)2
(34)(0.68)
= 0.0095 m = 9.5 mm (0.370 in)
0a,opi = AOh,opt
(1.07 X 10- 7)(444)4




For K2IK)Th4 = 0.2, Figure 11 gives 1]opt = 0.465
and Cupl = 0.68. Using the definition of 1], the
ideal heat dissipation, qideu)' can be calculated as
quetuul 295
qideu) = -1]- = 0.465 = 634.4 W1m
b = qideul
opt K T 4
) b
= (0.5)(0.0095) = 0.00475 m
= 4.75 mm (0.185 in) qideu) = <TT: (b sin ;) (68)
The results of repeating the foregoing calcula-
tions for A = 0.25 (Figure 10), 0.75 (Figure 12),
and 0 (Figure 9) may now be summarized.
A 0 0.25 0.50 0.75
bupt (rnm) 157.6 157.6 152.5 150.9
. 0b,upl (mrn) 11.1 10.6 9.5 9.4
0a,oPt (mrn) 5.56 5.30 4.75 4.7
Within the accuracy of reading the figures, these
results show that the optimum design is not very
sensitive to changes in the taper ratio. Figure 13 Radiative interaction between two adjacent fins.
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The efficiency 71 depends on three parameters:
the emissivity E, the included angle between the
fins 'Y, and the profile number, which, in reality,
is a radiation-conduction parameter, =
The fin of optimum dimensions is
realized when the condition given by Eq. (17),
dOn 71) 1
dOn n 3
is met. The optimum as a function of E and 'Y is
shown in Figure 14. From this figure, it is ob-
served that, as E or 'Y increase, decreases.
This indicates that, for a given fin thickness, the
optimum fin becomes shorter. Alternately, if, E, 'Y,
and 8 are all fixed, then bopt increases with in-
creasing thermal conductivity, k.
If 8 is specified, then Figure 14 provides the
information necessary to establish bopt for given
values of E and 'Y. However, if q is known, then
the curves of 71 as a function E, 'Y, and must be
available to design the fin. A sample set of curves
for E = 0.75 is given in Figure 15. Graphs for
E = 0.50 and 0.10 are available [19]. The use of
Figures 14 and 15 to design an optimum radiator
is now illustrated with an example.
Figure 15 Efficiency of fin geometry of Figure 13. (Adapted
from Ref. 19.)
Example 11
A small-radius tube is to be equipped with eight
longitudinal fins of rectangular profile so that the
assembly dissipates 2,400 W1m when operating
with a base temperature of 500 K in an environ-
ment at zero absolute temperature. The fin mate-
rial has a thermal conductivity of 173 W1mK, and
the surfaces are coated to give an emissivity of
0.75. Taking into account fin-to-fin radiative inter-
action, calculate the fin thickness and length for
an optimum design.
Solution: Assume the fins to be uniformly spaced
around the tube. Then
360




b = ( 1.75k8) 1/2
For both sides of each fin to be active,
2,400
qfin = -8- = 300 w1m
Read Figure 14 for E = 0.75 and 'Y = 45° to obtain
= 1.75. Next, refer to Figure 15 and find that
at = 1.75 and 'Y = 45°, 7Jopl = 0.5.
Assume a trial value of 8 = 2 mm. Then
100 120
i- " • I • I I I I '_
i- -
i- .......
........ r---.! =0.5- <,
<, ........r-- 0.75 -- r-,..... 1.00 -:
I-- -.
I-- -










Figure 14 Optimum profile number as a function of angle
and emissivity for fin configuration of Figure 13. (Adapted
from Ref. 19.)
= [ 1.75(173)(0.002) ]1 /2
2(5.67 X 10-8)(500)3
= 0.207 m
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and
q = 7Jopl • q ideal
. T4b' y= 7Jopt a b Sin '2
= (0.5)(5.67 X 10- 8)(500)4(0.207) sin(
= 140.4 W/m
The value of 140.4 W1m falls short of the desired
value of 300 W1m. Increasing values of Dare
then employed and it found that °= 4.9 mm gives
b = 0.439 m and q = 298 W1m, which is quite
close. Thus, the optimum fin is 4.9 mm wide and
439 mm high.
ized by the parameter
* - q
q - [rr2TtbohnO + A)/2f/3
is a function of the profile number (=
2rr T;b 2Ikoh, the ratio TsITh, €, the absorptivity
of the fins to irradiation from the heat sink, a"
A = 0aloh' and the number of fins, n. In the ratio
TsITh, T, is the temperature of the imaginary
black surface (sink) connecting the tips of the
adjacent fins, and q is the heat dissipation from
the ensemble.
The optimum design parameters were estab-
lished by maximizing the heat dissipation from the
system for a given total weight. Table 3 summa-
rizes the design information for T,/Th = O. The
effect of environmental radiation, that is, T,/Th "*
0, on the optimum parameters is given in Table 4.
Example 12
A radiator consisting of a tube fitted with uni-
formly spaced triangular fins is to be designed to
dissipate 400 W1m when operating with a base
temperature of 500 K in a radiation-free environ-
ment. The fin material has a thermal conductivity
of 173 W1m K. The fin surfaces are coated to give
an emissivity of 0.90. Using the optimum design
information provided by Karlekar and Chao, cal-
culate the number of fins and dimensions of each
if the design is to result in a minimum weight. If
this radiator was to operate in an environment
with 1', = 250 K, how much heat would it dissi-
pate?
Solution: From Table 3, for € = 0.90, read
Using the definition of (,
b = ( (kOb )1/2
2rrT;
Combined Effect ofMutual Irradiation and
Environmental Radiation
The design analysis of the previous subsection
has been improved by Karlekar and Chao [20] to
include the effect of environmental radiation and
extend the analysis to trapezoidal and triangular
fins. Their basic configuration is still represented
by Figure 13, with the modification that the fins
can also possess trapezoidal or triangular profiles.
The assumptions of the preceding subsection also
apply to the discussion here. However, instead of
an integro-differential equation formulation,
Karlekar and Chao divided each fin into elements
and used finite differences to write the energy
balance. The resulting simultaneous, nonlinear al-
gebraic equations with temperature, radiosity, and
irradiation as unknowns were solved iteratively
using the Newton-Raphson method. The heat dis-
sipation from the individual fin was computed by
calculating the net radiation leaving its surfaces.
The heat dissipation from the assembly, character-
7Jopt .= 5 (opt = 1.15 q* = 1.7563
Table 3 Optimum design parameters: T,/Tb = 0, a, = 0.2
A= 1 (rectangular) A = 0.01 (nearly triangular) A = 0.25 (trapezoidal)
E n opt n opt n opl
0.50 1.2850 8 2.35 1.4350 7 2.00
0.75 1.4690 6 1.58 1.6390 6 1.31
0.90 1.5620 5 1.28 1.7563 5 1.15 1.6980 5 1.17
1.00 1.6245 5 1.15 1.8310 4 0.95
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Table 4 Optimum design parameters: E = 0.9, a, = 0.2
A = 1 (rectangular) A = 0.01 (nearly triangular)
T,/Tb q:pt n opt {opt q:PI nOp l (opt
0.25 1.5585 5 1.27 1.7525 5 1.13
0.50 1.5040 5 1.25 1.6930 4 1.00
Assume Db = 2 mm = 0.002 m. Then
b = [ 1.15(173)(0.002) ]1 /2
2(5.67 X 10-8 )(500)3
= 0.168 m





= (1.7563)[(5.67 X 10-8 )2(500)9(0.168)
X (0.002)(5) j211/3
= 305.6Wjm
which falls short of the desired value of 400 W jm.
With an assumption of Db = 4 mm,
(
0.004 )1/2





q = (305.6) (0.168)(0.002)
= 432.4Wjm
which exceeds the desired value of 400 W jm.




b = 0.168 0.002




q = 305.6 (0.168)(0.002)
= 404W jm (close and sufficient)
In order to evaluate the performance of this
design in an environment with T, = 250 K, a graph
of q* as a function of ( for TJTb = 250j500 =
0.5, E = 0.9, and n = 5 is required. Figure 16,
which is taken from Karlekar and Chao [20], pro-
vides the necessary information. For ( = 1.15 and
n = 5, Figure 16 gives q" = 1.69. Thus




The heat dissipation is reduced by about 4%. This
slight reduction is due to the fact that the fin
absorptivity to external radiation is low (as = 0.2).
q * 1. 50HJ-+--+--+---+---1
1. 45 I-+-+--+-- EO =0.9
T/Tb=0.5
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
c
Figure 16 Heat dissipation rate for a radiator consisting of a
tube with uniformly spaced triangular fins. (Adapted from
Ref. 20.)





DOlin = (q,)2/{4ku€Ff T1[O/ S) - (K2/K1T:)
+(4/S)(K2/K1T: )5/4l) (71)
q'
b . = ---;-,------,..,...
mill K T 4(1 - K /K T 4 )I b 2 I b
Because the right-hand side of Eqs. (72) and
(73) can both be obtained from Figures 9-12,
b/bmin and D/Dmin can be calculated to form a
plot of b/bmin versus Db/Dmin• Such a plot for a
rectangular fin (A = 1) in the absence of external
radiation (K2 = 0) is shown in Figure 18.
where Ff is the fin view factor.
Because q' = T/K ITb4band T/ are both func-
tions of C, K 2/ K 1Tb4 , and A, it is possible to relate





Equation (70) permits the calculation of bmin when
q', K 1, and the ratio K2/K1T: are known.
The second characteristic dimension, DOlin' is
defined as the minimum width of an infinitely
long rectangular fin that is capable of dissipating
q', It has been shown by Reynolds [21] that
(69)
for a fin with both surfaces radiatively active. For
the boundary conditions of constant base temper-
ature and negligible tip heat loss, Reynolds solved
the fin equation to obtain the fin efficiency, T/, as
a function of three parameters: the profile num-
ber C= K,T"lb2/kDh , the environmental parame-
ter K2/K1Th4, and the taper ratio A = Da/Db • The
performance information data already displayed
in this form in Figures 9-12 requires an iterative
approach when the fin is to be designed for a
specified heat transfer duty. To avoid this itera-
tion, Reynolds proposed the introduction of two
characteristic dimensions, bmin and Dmin. First, he
defined bmin as the length of the shortest fin that
would reject the specified quantity of heat. Such a
fin would possess infinite thermal conductivity or
would be infinitely wide, and its heat dissipation,
q', per unit length would be
The optimization studies presented thus far
considered only the weight of the fins, with no
consideration given to the associated structure.
Reynolds [21], pointed out that a more realistic
optimization must include the weight of the tubes,
the manifolds, the fluid contained therein, and
their protective armor. He considered the configu-
ration shown in Figure 17 with fins of rectangular,
trapezoidal, and triangular profiles. To take into
account the environmental radiation, the fin sur-
face heat dissipation was assumed to be of the
form K 1T4 - K2 , which is identical to the form
used in an earlier subsection except that K 1 in-
corporates a fin view factor, Ff , so that
Combined Effect of Environmental Radiation and
Associated Structure
Figure 18 Relationship between height and width for a
rectangular fin capable of a specified heat dissipation in the
absence of environmental radiation. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
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Figure 19 Optimum design chart for a rectangular profile
fin with the associated structure. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
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The design can now proceed as follows. Know-
ing q', 1:, k, Ff , Tb , and K 2 , the parameters bmin
and 0min can be calculated from Eqs. (70) and
(71), respectively. One can now select a fin height
b, which gives bIbmin. Figure 18 may then be used
to fix the value of obi 0min and hence 0b' How-
ever, this procedure does not result in an opti-
mum design.
Turning to the problem of optimum design of
minimum weight, let I¥. be the weight of the
associated structure per unit of fin plan area.
Because the entire analysis is based on a unit
length, the fin plan area is simply b. Thus, the
weight of the fin and the structure weight charge-
able to the per unit length is
(74)
where y is the specific weight of the fin material.
Defining the dimensionless quantities W* and H
as
zoidal fin cannot be employed and the curves







A fin-and-tube radiator (Figure 17) is to be
designed for the following conditions:
For a given heat dissipation requirement, the
optimum design (minimum total weight) is real-
ized when W* is a minimum. The results of such
an optimization given by Reynolds [21] are repro-
duced in Figures 19-21. Figures 19 and 20 pertain
to rectangular and triangular profiles, respectively.
Knowing Hand K2IK[Tb4, the optimum design
point can be located. The coordinates correspond-
ing to this point give 0b.op,lomin and bop,/bmin'
from which 0b.op, and bop, can be found. Figures
21a-21e apply to trapezoidal fins, with each of
the subfigures corresponding to a different value
of K2IKITb4. These figures were prepared to facil-
itate design under the constraint of minimum
manufacturable tip width, 0a.min' Therefore, for
trapezoidal fins, knowledge of 0alomin and H
fixes the optimum point. Where the 0alomin lines
do not intersect the lines of constant H, a trape-
Figure 20 Optimum design chart for a triangular profile fin
with the associated structure. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
Tube length (fin length = 3 m)
Tube outside diameter = 2 ern
Heat dissipation (one tube and two fins) = 5,000 W
External radiation (both fin faces) = 1,200 W1m2
Fin base temperature = 340°C = 613 K
Fin and tube emissivity = 0.85
Fin effective view factor Ff = 0.91
Tube effective view factor F, = 0.86
Thermal conductivity of fin = 280 W1m K
Density of fin material Y = 2,200 kg/m3
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
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Figure 21 Optimum design chart for trapezoidal profile fins with the associated structure. (Adapted from Ref. 4.)
Mass of manifold and contained fluid = 8.98 kgjm
of length
the tube surface in all cases is given by
Design (a) the optimum rectangular fin, (b) the
optimum triangular fin, (c) the optimum trape-
zoidal fin with 0a = 0.45 mm, (d) the optimum
trapezoidal fin with b = 10 em and 0a = 0.45 mm,
and (e) the optimum trapezoidal fin with 0a =
1.7 mm.
Solution: Ignoring the area of the tube occupied
by the fins on either side, the heat dissipated from
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= (5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)(0.86)( 7T)
X (0.02)(3)(613)4
1,103 W
Because there are two fins on each side of the
vol. 17 no. 3 1996







bopt = 1.41(0.058) = 0.082 m = 82 mm (3.23 in)
Db, opt = (1.89)(0.00068) = 0.0013 m
= 1.3 mm (0.051 in)
Using Eq. (74),
q'
b . = -----;---
min K T 4 - K
I b 2
= 649.5/([(2)(5.67 X 10-8)(0.91)(0.85)




W = J¥,b + 2 b( Db + oah
8.98(9.81)(0,082) 1
= 3 + 2(0.082)
X (0,0013 + 0.0013)(2200)(9.81)
= 2.41 + 2.30 = 4,71 Nyrn
Using Eq, (74),
(b) For the optimum triangular fin, use Figure






bopt = (1.38)(0.058) = 0,080 m = 80 mm (3,15 in)
0b,opt = (2.74)(0.00068) = 0.0019 m
= 1.9 mm (0.075 in)
1





= 2.35 + 1.64
= 3.99 Nyrn
(c) For the optimum trapezoidal fin with
K2/K]Tb4 = 0.1, use Figure 21b. For H = 2 and




K)Tb4 = (2)(5.67 X 10-8)(0.91)(0.85)(613)4
= 0.097 "" 0.1
Using Eq. (71),
Dmin = - (K2/K1Tb4 )
+ (4/5)(K2/K)Tb4 )5/4]}
= (649.5)2/{4(280)(5.67 X 10-8)(0.85)
X (0.91)(613)5[0.2 - 0.1 + 0.8(0.1)L25])
= 0.00068 m = 0.68 mm
8.98(9.81)
Then, using Eq. (76),
(a) For the optimum rectangular fin, use Figure
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(d) For the optimum trapezoidal fin with b =
10 cm = 0.1 m and 8a = 0.45 mm = 0.00045 m,
bop, = (1.35)(0.058) = 0.078 m = 78 mm 0.07 in)
8",op, = (2.6)(0.00068) = 0.0018 m = 1.8 mm
Using Eq. (74),
1
w.= W,b + 2b( 8" + 8ah
8.98(9.81)(0.078) 1
3 + 2(0.078)
X (0.0018 + 0.00045)(2200)(9.81)
= 2.29 + 1.89
= 4.18 Nyrn
Thus J the weight of the fin decreases as the point moves
to the rectangular fin limit, the appropriate choice
is a rectangular fin that is 1.7 mm wide. The
corresponding value of bIbmin = 1.264, giving
bop! = (1.264)(0.058) = 0.0733 m
= 73.3 mm (2.89 in)
Using Eq. (74),
1
w = W,b + 2b( 8" + 8ah
8.98(9.81)(0.0733) 1
3 + 2(0.0733)
X (0.0017 + 0.0017)(2200)(9.81)
= 2.15 + 2.69 = 4.84 Nyrn
b 0.1
- = -- = 1.72
bmin 0.058





Find the intersection of bIbmin = 1.72 and
8al8m in = 0.66 on Figure 21b, and read
8h,op';8min = 1.65. Thus
There is no curve for 8al8min = 2.5 in Figure 21b.
If such a curve is drawn using extrapolation, it will
not intersect the H = 2 curve but it will intersect
the rectangular fin limit at 8,,18min =: 2.5. Because
The effect of radiative exchange between adja-
cent fins was discussed earlier. There, it was as-
sumed that the interaction between the fins and
the base was negligible. Such an assumption can
be justified if the fins are mounted on a small-
radius cylindrical surface or if the fins are high
and closely spaced. However, when this is not the
case, the analysis must take into account both
fin-to-fin and fin-to-base radiative exchanges.
Schnurr [22] conducted such an analysis for
longitudinal fins of triangular profile arranged
uniformly around the tube surface as shown in
Figure 22. Considering a nonisothermal gray en-
closure formed by two neighboring fins, the seg-
ment of tube surface between them, and free
space (no external radiation), he solved the cou-
pled conductive-radiative transport equations nu-
merically. The heat dissipation from the system
was found as a function of four parameters: the
number of fins n, the emissivity of the fins and
tube €, the profile number = 2UEr,2T;lk8",
and the geometric ratio bIr,.
To study the effect of tube radius r, on the heat
dissipation capability of the system, Schnurr calcu-
lated q* for n = 4, € = 0.9, = 4, and values of
blr, ranging from 2 to 16. These results were then
compared with the qkc (KC for Karlekar and
vol. 17 no. 3 1996heat transfer engineering
8",np, = (1.65)(0.00068) = 0.0011 m
= 1.1 mm (0.043 in)
Using Eq. (74),
1
W= W,b + 2b(8" + 8)y
8.98(9.81)(0.1) 1
3 + 2(0.1)
X (0.001l + 0.00045)(2200)(9.81)
= 2.94 + 1.67 = 4.61 Nyrn
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Figure 24 Effect of tube (base) surface interaction on heat
dissipation from four-fin and six-fin radiator arrangements
























Figure 22 Radiator tube with uniformly spaced longitudinal
fins of triangular profile.
where A p = 0bbn/2 is the profile area of n fins
and A, = is a reference area. Thus
t =2 ECTr2T S/k8
'b b
Figure 25 Effect of tube (base) surface interaction on heat
dissipation from four-fin and six-fin radiator arrangements
with gray surfaces. (Adapted from Ref. 22.)
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tion required, q, the value of q* = q/(27Tr,uTt)
can be calculated. Figures 24 or 25 may then be
used to determine? for any selected value of n (4
or 6) and b rr, The profile number? may be
expressed in the form
E 0 .9
n 0 4 • .0
l-













Chao) values predicted by KarJekar and Chao [20]
for a small-radius tube with negligible base inter-
action. This comparison, which is shown in Figure
23, clearly demonstrates that q* is significantly
affected by the fin-to-base interaction. For exam-
ple, the heat dissipation at b /r, = 2 is twice as
much as that when b/r, = 16. Note that the effect
of base interaction becomes small (within 5%
when b/r, > 12, that is, as the tube radius be-
comes smaller.
Figures 24 and 25 show sample results for q*
for black and gray surfaces, respectively. These
figures can be used to design a minimum-weight
fin array. Knowing the tube radius r" the base
temperature Tb , the emissivity E, and heat dissipa-
8 12 16
b Ir,
Figure 23 Effect of finite tube radius on heat dissipation
capability of radiator geometry of Figure 22. qkc is the heat
dissipation with negligible tube-fin interaction [20]. (Adapted
from Ref. 22.)
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Figure 26 Optimum relationship between profile number
and heat dissipation for an array of longitudinal fins of
rectangular and triangular profiles. (Adapted from Ref. 23.)
A piA r can be determined. The combination of n
and b /r., which results in the minimum value of
A ,'/A r is the optimum design. Schnurr has re-
ported that for various combinations of Tb , r" and
q, the optimum number of fins lies between 4 and
6. Therefore, the optimum design lies in the re-
gion bounded by curves for n = 4 (solid lines) and
n = 6 (dashed lines). An example illustrating this
trial-and-error procedure is omitted here because
a similar one for the radial geometry is given later.
To circumvent the aforementioned trial-and-
error optimization, Schnurr et al. [23] developed a
numerical method consisting of two major algo-
rithms. The first involves the calculation of the
temperature distribution and heat dissipation for
the fin array. The second algorithm incorporates a
nonlinear optimization technique (a combination
of the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method
and a Hooke-Jeeves direct search) to find the
minimum-weight array for a specified heat dissi-
pation. It was found that the optimum number of
fins for both the triangular and rectangular pro-
files with black surfaces (E = 1) was four. How-
ever, for gray surfaces with E = 0.8, the optimum
number of fins was five. Table 5 summarizes the
results. The quantity C appearing in Table 5 re-
lates to b/r, and q* via
Example 14
Equation (78), in conjunction with Table 5, can be
used to obtain bop, when q* and r, are known.
Figure 26, which shows the variation of [Opl with
q"; can be used to establish 0b.opl'
(blr,)upi = Ct q" - 1) (78) black surfaces. If the weight of the fin array is tobe minimized, find (a) the number of fins, (b) the
height and width of each fin, and (c) the volume
of material needed.
Solution: Assuming the inside convection resis-
tance and tube conduction resistance to be negli-
gible, the base temperature of the fins is equal to
the fluid temperature. Thus, Tb = 140°C or 413 K,
and
A longitudinal fin-and-tube radiator is to be
designed using rectangular fins made of aluminum
(k = 249 W1m K). The outer radius of the tube is
1.5 em. The tube carries a condensing fluid at a
temperature of 140°C. The system is to be de-
signed to dissipate 400 W1m of length. Assume
that the tube and the fins radiate to free space as
7D heat transfer engineering
400
2( 'IT )(0.015)(5.67 x 10- 8)(413)4
= 2.57
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As usual, the optimum design was sought such
that, for a given profile area A p = Sb, the heat
dissipation q was maximized. To facilitate the
search for the optimum, Sparrow and Niewerth
linearized the radiation term by letting 0 4 = 00 3,
where 0 is taken to be the mean of the base and
the tip temperature. With the help of this lin-
earized model, they were able to determine the
relationship between (I and (2 for the optimum
condition. Figure 27 shows their results. The main
figure pertains to cases for which 0a = Os = 0, 0.4,
0.7, and 0.9. The inset shows two cases for which
0a *- Os' Observe that the ordinate intercepts give
(I values for purely radiating fins, while the ab-
scissa intercept gives (2 values for purely convect-
ing fins.
Figure 28 gives the efficiency of the fin for the
case of Os = 0a = 0.7. This figure is based on the
direct numerical solutions of Eqs. (79) and (80)
and is used in the design example which now
follows.
k(
2(5.67 X 10- 8)(1)(0.015)2(413)3
(249)(0.1)
= 7.2 X 10-5 m = 0.072 mm
°b.opt = ----
= (2.04)(0.015)(2.57 - 1)
= 0.048 m = 4.8 cm
Using q* = 2.57 and reading curve 3 in Figure 26,
obtain (opt = 0.1. Thus
The volume of material needed for the four fins
is 4<7.2 X 10-5)(0.048)(1) = 1.38 X 10- 5 m3/m or
13.8 cm3/m.
bopt = Cr,(q* - 1)
Table 5 gives C = 2.04 for rectangular fins with
€ = 1 (black). The optimum number of fins is
four. Using Eq. (78),
Example 15
OPTIMUM DIMENSIONS OF LONGITUDINAL
CONVECTING-RADIATING FINS
where O=T/Tb , X=x/b, (1=2wTfb 2/ ko,
(2 = 2hb2/ ko, Os = Ts/Tb , and Oa = Ta/Tb •
Equations (80) imply the boundary conditions of
constant base temperature and insulated tip.
0.2
Figure 27 Optimum design curves for a longitudinal con-
vecting-radiating fin of rectangular profile. (Adapted from
Ref. 24.)
Design a rectangular convecting-radiating fin of
optimum dimensions to dissipate 933 W/m of
heat. The fin material has a thermal conductivity
of 283 W/m K, and a surface emissivity of 0.94.
The base temperature is expected to be 666 K.
Assume an environment temperature of 466 K for
both convection and radiation. The convective heat
transfer coefficient is 53 W/m2 K. Compare the
oL---L..----'_--'------'-_-'-------'-_.L---L.._L--1.-----'




















The problem of optimum design of convecting-
radiating fin's of a given profile has remained
virtually unexplored. Apparently, the only work to
address this problem is that of Sparrow and Niew-
erth [24], who considered the rectangular fin of
Figure 1a dissipating heat by simultaneous con-
vection and radiation. With the convective envi-
ronment temperature denoted by Ta and the ef-
fective sink temperature for radiation by Ts ' the
energy equation for the fin can be written as









For (I = 0.32 and (2 = 1.1, Figure 28 gives TJ =
0.63. Observe that the upper abscissa is used to
locate (2' With this in hand, qidcal can be deter-
mined:
of 0.297 is found. The combination of (I = 0.32
and (2 = 1.1 gives a ratio of 0.291, which is close
enough.























. Figure 28 Efficiency of a longitudinal convecting-radiating
fin of rectangular profile. (Adapted from Ref. 24.)
design with the designs for pure radiation and for
pure convection.
Solution: The ratio of (1/(2 can be calculated
as




(0.94)(5.67 X 10- 8)(666)3
53
= 0.297
Next, several combinations of (I and (2 values
are chosen on the curve marked Oa = Os = 0.7 in
Figure 27 until the combination that gives a ratio






= 0.00034 m = 0.34 mm (0.013 in)
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0=
Figure 29 Radial fin-and-tube radiator.
studied by several investigators, but information
on an optimum design appears to be lacking in the
literature. Here, the literature concerned with the
performance of radial radiating fins will be briefly
reviewed and illustrated with two examples of how
an optimum design may be achieved.
The performance of a radial fin of rectangular
profile was first reported by Chambers and Somers
[25], who gave a graph of fin efficiency 1) as a
function of (eaTl/ko)'/2 for parametric values
of ra/rb • The fin was assumed to operate with
boundary conditions of constant base temperature
and no tip heat loss. The analysis ignored any
external radiation. Using these same assumptions,
Keller and Holdredge [26] analyzed radial fins of
trapezoidal and triangular profiles and gave nu-
merical results for 1). Truong and Mancuso [27]
introduced the effect of environmental radiation
and calculated the efficiency of radial fins of three
different profile shapes. The effects of fin-to-fin
and fin-to-base radiative exchange was included in
the analysis of radial fins of rectangular profile by
Sparrow et al. [28] using an integro-differential
equation formulation. Their results can be used to
compute the heat dissipation from the fin and the
tube separately. A finite-difference approach was
adopted by Schnurr and Cothran [29] to study
annular fins of trapezoidal and triangular profiles.
They also included radiative exchange between
neighboring fins and between the fins and the
tube. Sample results for heat dissipation from a
black radiator are shown in Figure 30, where
2(0.94)(5.67 X 10- 8 )(666)3(0.1)2
(283)(0.70)
= 0.00159 m = 1.59 mm (0.062 in)
= 933/([2(5.67 X 10-8)(0.94)(666)4
X (l - 0.74)(0.585) l}
= 0.100 m = 100 mm (3.94 in)
2eaTlb2
For pure convection, Aziz [1] gives
0.79789q
bopt = ( )11 Tb - Ta
(0.7978)(933)
(53)(200)
= 0.0702 m = 70.2 mm (2.76 in)
0.6321 [ q ]2








= 0.0009 m = 0.9 mm (0.035 in)
Comparison of the dimensions shows that, for
pure radiation, band 0 are large; and for simul-
taneous convection and radiation, band 0 tend
to be smaller. The dimensions for the pure-
convection fin fall in between. Calculating the
heat dissipation per unit volume, the values are
5.87 W/cm3, 14.77 W/cm3, and 87.40 W/cm3 for
pure radiation, pure convection, and simultaneous
convection-radiation.
For pure radiation, 1)opt = 0.585 and = 0.70
for (Js = 0.7 (see Example 8). Then
q
bopt = 2 T 4(1 (J4)ea b - s 1)opt
OPTIMUM DIMENSIONS OF RADIAL
RADIATING FINS
The radial fin and tube radiator shown in Fig-
ure 29 has been suggested as an alternative to the
tube-sheet radiator of Figure 4a. The thermal
performance of such an arrangement has been
Observe that q* is the ratio of the heat dissipa-
tions from finned and unfinned tubes (Figure 29).
The following example can be used to optimize
a radial fin-and-tube radiator. The example is
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Solution: Assume that p = r./r, = 0.25 and
p Ira = 0.25. From Figure 30, the value of C for






2(5.67 X 10- 8 )(1) (340)3(0.0254)2
249(0.12)
r, 2.54
ra = - = -- = 1O.16cmp 0.25
P = 0.25ra = 0.25(10.16) = 2.54 cm





Figure 30 Heat dissipation from a radial fin (ti'iangular)-




patterned after the one given by Schnurr and
Cothran.
Example 16
= 21T(0.095){t(101.6)(25.4 + 101.6)
-H(101.6)2 + (25.4)(101.6)
+ (25.4)2]}
A radial fin-and-tube radiator is to be designed
using triangular fins made of aluminum. The tube
is 0.61 m long and has a radius of 2.54 cm. The
tube surface is maintained at 340 K and radiates
to an environment at 0 K. The finned tube is to
enhance the heat dissipation by a factor of 2
compared to the unfinned tube. Assume all sur-
faces to be black and investigate a range of values
of ra , b, and 8b • Compute the volume of material
used in each case. Which design gives the mini-
mum volume? If copper or steel fins of these
optimum rb and b values were used, what would
be the volumes and base widths?
= 1155 mm' or 1.155 em?
For p = 2.54 cm on a 61-cm-long tube, there
would be 61/2.54 = 24 fins. Thus the total vol-
ume of fins is 24(1.155) = 27.72 em:',
Selecting a combination of p and p Ira values
(the choice being limited by the information avail-
able in Figure 30), the preceding calculations can
be repeated. Table 6 summarizes the calculations.
Based on the results in Table 6, a fin of
tip radius ra = 10.16 ern, a base width 8b =
0.0229 em, and a total volume V = 16.70 ern?
would give an optimum design. If copper (k = 401
W1mK) or steel (k = 64 W1mK) fins are chosen
Table 6 Results of calculations of Example 16
p 'a (em) r/r, p (em) C {;b (rnrn) V (crrr')
0.25 10.16 0.25 2.540 0.12 0.095 27.72
0.33 7.62 0.25 1.905 0.11 0.104 22.47
0.33 7.62 0.50 3.810 0.06 0.191 20.61
0.25 10.16 0.50 5.080 0.08 0.143 20.88
0.25 10.16 1.00 10.160 0.05 0.229 16.70
0.33 7.62 1.00 7.62 0.02 0.572 30.89
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1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
q*
Figure 32 Optimum fin spacing for a prescribed heat dissi-
pation from a radial fin and tube radiator (Figure 29) with
rectangular or triangular fins. (Adapted from Ref. 23.)
with ra = 10.16 em and p = 10.16 em, then Db =
0.0135 em and V = 9.88 ern? for copper and Db =
0.0849 em and V = 61.97 em:' for steel. Thus, if a
choice of these three materials is available and if
the minimum volume is the optimization criterion,
then a copper fin is the best choice. However, if
weight is a consideration, then an aluminum fin is
preferable because the weight ratio of an alu-
minum to a copper fin is (16.70/9.88)(0.30) = 0.51,
where 0.3 is the ratio of aluminum to copper
specific weights.
The trial-and-error approach illustrated in Ex-
ample 16 can be avoided if one uses the results of
Schnurr et al. [23], which were discussed earlier
for longitudinal fins. Their results for optimum
radial fins are given in Figures 31-33. The use of
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1 TRIANGULAR 1.0
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2 TRIANGULAR 0.8 , ,
3 RECTANGULAR 1.0
4 RECTANGULAR 0.8. . .
Example 17
Design the annular fin-tube radiator of Exam-
ple 16 using the information in Figures 31-33.
Solution: For q* = 2, read curve 1 for black





ra,opt = 3.6rb = (3.6)(2.54) = 9.14 em
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or
Popt = 1.85rb = (1.95)(2.54) = 4.70 em





1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
q*
Figure 31 Optimum tip to base radius for given heat dissi-
pation from a radial fin-and-tube radiator (Figure 29) with




= 1.67 X 10-4 m = 0.165 mm
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MISCELLANEOUS STUDIES
1.5 2.0 2.5 3,0 3.5 4.0
q*
Figure 33 Optimum profile number for prescribed heat
dissipation from a radial fin and tube radiator (Figure 29)
with rectangular or triangular fins. (Adapted from Ref. 23.)
Although the values for the radius, 'a' are within
10% of the values obtained in Example 16, the
spacing, p, and the base width, Db' are signifi-
cantly different. It is believed that the results
presented here are more accurate than the ones
in Example 16, which were based on a trial-and-
error approach.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This review has attempted to bring together the
scattered literature on the optimum dimensions of
radiating fins into a single article. The article also
briefly covered the optimization of convecting-
radiating fins, a topic that remains virtually unex-
plored. It is hoped that this effort has succeeded
in organizing the material in a manner that is
handy for both researchers and practicing engi-
neers. However, it must be emphasized that some
of the analytical and even numerical solutions
discussed may not be fully representative of the
real conditions under which fins operate. A truly
realistic optimization study with all its complexi-
ties would require the use of one of the many
commercially available numerical codes. In that
case, the results presented in this article can be
used for preliminary design, to be refined in the
light of more realistic predictions of the code.
Besides their use for preliminary design, the pre-
sent results can also serve as checks on the accu-
racy of the numerical predictions under asymp-
totic conditions.
It was noted in an earlier article [1] that some
effort has been directed toward optimizing con-
vecting fins based on the concept of minimum
entropy generation, but such an effort for radiat-
ing and convecting-radiating fins is yet to be made.
I I I
NO. PROFILE f!
1 TRIANGULAR 1.0-,, 2 TRIANGULAR 0.8, 3 RECTANGULAR 1.0I 4 RECTANGULAR 0.8_
I, I II \I I
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NOMENCLATUREThis section reviews the literature on radiating
and convecting-radiating fins that could not fall
neatly into the previous sections. Kumar et al. [30]
consider the optimization of an array of rectangu-
lar fins standing on a nonisothermal horizontal
surface and losing heat to the environment by
simultaneous convection and radiation. This anal-
ysis, which includes fin-to-fin and fin-to-base ra-
diative interactions, leads to correlations for the
optimum fin effectiveness and optimum number
of fins as a function of geometric and thermal
parameters. In application-oriented studies, Baker
and Lund [31] and Lund and Baker [32] have
considered two-dimensional conduction in an
anisotropic fin brazed to a heat pipe and radiating
to space. These studies optimized the total mass
of the fin, heat pipe, and header section, and
present simple algebraic expressions for calculat-
ing the fin dimensions (height and width), opti-



















fin profile area, mZ (ft ')
reference area, m2 (ft Z)




function of D and Ta
fin view factor
a parameter, dimensionless
convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient, W/m2 K (Btu/ft 2 hr'F)
a parameter, kg/m2 or Ib/ft 2
thermal conductivity, W/m K
(Btu/ft hrOF)
parameters
fin length, m (ft)
exponent
parameter, (m 1/ 2/K- 3/ 2) or
(ftl/2/oR-3/2)































exponent, or number of fins
spacing between fins, m (ft)
heat dissipation, W/m (Btu/
hr ft)
spine radius or tube radius, m
(ft)
parameter, r/b, dimensionless
a constant = 3(m + n + 5)/
(m + n + 3)
temperature, K (OR)
temperature, dimensionless
volume, m' (ft ')
weight of structure and fin, N
ObI)
weight of structure, N ObI)
axial distance, m (ft)
axial distance, dimensionless
fin absorptivity, dimensionless
angle between adjacent fins, de-
grees or specific weight, N/m3
ObI/ft
3)
fin width or thickness, m (ft)
emissivity, dimensionless
fin efficiency, dimensionless
fin efficiency without tube-fin
interaction, dimensionless
temperature, dimensionless
Lagrange multiplier or ratio of
fin tip thickness to fin base
thickness, dimensionless
density, kg/m3 (lbyft ') or ra-
dius ratio, r./r: dimensionless
Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
W /m2 K 4 (Btuy'hr ft 2 °R4)
a constant
profile numbers, dimensionless
refers to tip of fin
refers to base of fin
refers to inside of the tube
refers to sink
refers to tube
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